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n the Ed,itors'
,oirso . .

A s new editors we have really

A ,ppreciated the feedback
l- Lfrom the committee and
fellow members following our first
edition. It was not only a first for us
but (almost more importantly) for
our printers and distributors.
When we visited Joe Dale at the
Newman Group pubtishing house
in Ttrnbridge Wells we were warmly
greeted, refreshed with coffee and
reassured that all would be well.
Since then they have worked
extremely hard on the Society's
behalf to ensure a high quatity
production. We would like to
record our heartfelt thanks to Joe
and his team for easing us into the
Editorship! Being able to rely on
their co-operation will be even more
important in the days ahead when
we will no longer be in the same
area of the globe.

Our personal news is that we have
sold our house and the packers will be
here for the final assault on our
collection on October 25th - all done
and dusted by the end of the month.
We hope to arrive in Revelstoke,
British Columbia before the snow, but
it could be a close-run thing!
After the quiet of the summer on the
collecting front, we enter the autumn
and winter, not of our discontent. but
of auctions, meetings, gatherings and
events dear to our hearts. Please try to
support our generous advertisers who,
unlike eBay, offer a chance to view,
hear and touch items before you buy,
as well as, in the case of the auction
rooms, providing a chance to catch up

with friends and/or rivals over lunch
or coffee. In the run up to Christmas
there are various things on offer
including an open day at Ted Brown's
collection in Sussex, as well as the
pleasurable pastime of anticipating
the exciting prospects for next year -
the Anglo-American meeting and the
Derby meeting arranged by Nicholas
Simons.

We apologise to several members for
being unable to include their articles
in this issue - we didn't want to
heavily edit one lovely article on bells
in Portugal, and several others are on
hold - it is an enviable position as an
editor! Please keep us in this position!

Meanwhile may we take this
oppotunity to wish you all a very
happy Christmas and a peaceful and
prosperous New Year for 2005.
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From the President
Congratulations to our new Editors,
David and Lesley, on their first issue.
To you, the Members, the transition
must have seemed so smooth that you
scarcely noticed it. What is more
remarkable is the ease with which it all
happened, from the President's point
of view. They can blame me, though,
for the mugshots not, you
understand, because I was the
photographer, but because I insisted
that they include photos of
themselves. Perhaps I should have
taken a photograph - but no, you
wouldn't agree if you had seen my
photographs.

To help David and Lesley, please try
and write something for the magazine.
Even if it is only a simple question, to
which some members may already
know the answer, do not shrink from
sending it in. There will be others out
there who do not know and will be
glad to see an answer, or to offer one.
Longer articles are always very
welcome, and I know some people
shrink from putting pen to paper
because they think they don't know
enough. Let the Editors be the judge
of that; even if a piece is not suitable
as sent in, they may well be able to
suggest changes, or ways to use it to
develop a theme. If you do not want
to write, perhaps you would volunteer
to be featured in a future 'Member
Profile'. Some photos of you with
your collection, some comments on
your favourite items, are all we need
to create a feature. Give it a whirl!
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Archive Update
by John Farmer

In addition to the routine inPut of
other societies' journals, the

archive has gained a number of
books in recent months. First we

were very pleased to receive

several books from Marie

Waylett from her late husband's

collection. These frlled a number

of gaps in the archive, notably A
W J G Ord-Hume's books on

Barrel Organ and Player Piano,

Graham Webb's Cylinder Box

Handbook, both editions of
Harvey Roehl's Player Piano

Treasury, and Alexander

Buchner's Mechanical Musical

Instruments.

At the society auction I was

able to successfully bid on a

few books including reprint
catalogues of Ampico and Duo-

Art piano rolls. I have also

obtained, free of charge, the

new book bY Herbert
Juttemann, Orchestrien aus

dem Schwarzwald, for which

we are trying to find a German

reading reviewer.

Don't forget, the contents of the

archive are available to all
members. Just let me know

your requirements.

Burglary
at home of Joe Watts - see Page

255 for details.

Change of Address
Please not that Kevin
McElhone has moved house -

details at left. Please update

vour address books!
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Musical Box SocietF Of Great Britain
Minutes OJThe Meeting Held AtThe Abbots Barton Hotel Canterbury

Friday 7th May 2004

Apologies for absence

The following members sent
their apologies for being unable
to attend the meeting:

Kevin McElhone, Arthur
Cunliffe, Alan Pratt, Alan Wyatt
and John Farmer.

Minutes of the meeting held at
the Heaves Hotel Nr. Kendal
Friday Sep 12th 03

The minutes of this meeting had
been circulated and were
accepted.

Matters Arising.

It was noted that due to
circumstances beyond our
control. the AGM for 2004 had
now to be held at st Albans
rather than Roade.

Report of the Hon Theasurer

Richard Kerridge presented his
financial report for the year
ending 3lll2l2oo3 in which he
noted that it had been a good
year for the Society with a profit
for the year of f2,224.53. The
cost of the journals had fallen
slightly and the profits from the
auction had risen. Also, Kevin
McElhone had been reimbursed
for the contributions he had
made for the book. Sales of the
Organette book had been very
good and costs to the Society
had now been fully recovered.
Society funds now stood at
f37,114.46 as compared with
f29920 in 2002. It was also
noted that money received in a

Legacy from Brian Campsey
(f5,000) was being kept in a
separate fund. A full and
detailed balance sheet was
presented at this meeting which

will be presented to the
membership at the AGM. The
committee accepted this report
with thanks to Richard for all his
work.

Richard pointed out that it was
not in the Society rules that the
fund should be audited. but this
had been done for quite some
time. Due to increasing costs, it
may be better for the funds to be
inspected and passed by the
committee in the future. This
was agreed upon by the meeting
although a qualified auditor
member offering services free of
charge would be advantageous.

Report of the Hon
Correspondence and
Membership Secretary

Alan Wyatt sent a letter
informing members of various
inquiries he had received during
the year. These had all been
dealt with. Membership was
improving with 23 new
members joining the Society as

compared with 12last year. The
scrapping of the joining fee and
the Society site on the internet
had helped recruitment.

Alan informed the meeting that
he had received nominations to
serve on the committee from
Kevin McElhone, Alan Pratt,
Bob Ducat Brown and Norman
Dicker. Ted Brown, who was
co-opted last year, would be
elected to serve on the
committee at the coming AGM.
All nominations were on time
and had followed the
correct procedures.

At this stage, Alan told the
committee formally that he
intended to retire at the AGM

this year and his replacement for
these two roles would be elected
at that meeting. He had enjoyed
his term of office and he would
continue to assist whenever he

could. The committee expressed
their thanks to Alan for all the
work he had done over so manv
years.

Society Web Site

The President reminded the
committee that Bob Ducat Brown
has requested funds to continue
and update our web site as it
could no longer be run free of
charge. Ted Brown reminded the

meeting that he had bought a

domain name some years ago and
this may be the time to start using
it. The committee approved this
expenditure. Bob had already
offered to undertake the role of
Correspondence Secretary as he
was already doing this work in
respect of questions arising from
the web site.

Report of the Hon
Meetings Secretary

Roy Ison said he had little to
report as the 2005 joint meeting
would be discussed at a later
stage. He asked if a spring
meeting would be held in 2005.
The committee discussed this
matter and asked Nicholas
Simons if he could investigate
the possibility of organising a

meeting in the Derby area.
Nicolas said he would report
back in due course. It was
decided an autumn meeting in
2005 would not be necessary as

the joint meeting with the
Americans would be such a large
undertaking that another
meeting would be unnecessary.
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Report of the Subscription
Secretary

Richard Kenidge told the
meeting that we had 451 paid up
members as against 507 at the
end of 2003. There were 86
members who had not yet
renewed their subscription. This
was very much in line with
previous years and Richard
predicted an increase in
membership over the coming
year.

Report of the Hon Archivist

John Farmer sent a letter
informing the meeting that he

was updating the lists of society
archives. He was also contacting
the National Trust. He knew
they had mechanical music in
their possession and co-
operation between the Trust and
our society would be very
beneficial to both. The
committee agreed to this move.
The committee also agreed the
annual budget of f,200 for the
archivist to buy suitable books
should continue subject to
consultation for expensive
single items. Regarding disposal
of duplicate books, the
committee thought that on this
occasion that only 6 books
should go due to the large
number coming into the auction
from other sources.

Proposed New Editor for the
Journal.

The committee were reminded
that David and Lesley Evans
were standing for election as

editors of the journal at the
AGM. Paul Bellamy informed
the meeting that there was now
an active editorial sub-
committee to assist the new
editor(s) should help be
required.

Publications Committee
Report

Paul Bellamy informed the
meeting that he held a stock of
Tune Sheet and Organette books
numbering 73 and 13

respectively, plus 55
supplements of the tune sheet

book.

390 Organette books had been

sold with all the Society costs

and overheads fully recovered.
Kevin's costs had also been
recovered so the split of sales

will be according to the original
agreement of 50/50 up to the next
f2,000 of sales. After that, 4:1 to
Kevin, with the remainder going
to the Society.

The Nicole Factory Book. Most
of the draft text has been edited
by Christopher Proudfoot. The
collation of the remaining text
from Roy Ison and Arthur
Cunliffe is in progress.
Illustrations are well in hand for
early boxes, but considerable
work is required for later boxes

and supplementary topics. The
target date of 2OO5 for
publication is just possible but
unlikely.

2OO4AGM

Certain constitutional changes
had been discussed at the
previous comrnittee meeting in
Kendal. Paul Bellamy now
suggested that changes requested
by the then Editor Alan Pratt had
been superseded by the
appointment of a new editor.
This was agreed unanimously
and withdrawn.

Paul Bellamy suggested that the
proposal to give voting rights to
associate members might cause
problems with full members.
After much discussion, the
unanimous view of the

committee was that there should
be only one class of member, but
a joint subscription would apply
for two members, receiving one

Journal, at one postal address.

While the single member's
subscription fee is f-24, the Joint
Subscription would be f3O.
Changes to the wording of the

constitution will be undertaken
by Hugh Morgan and Nicholas
Simons, and put to the committee
at a later date.

It was noted that three people had

been nominated for a post on the
committee so there would have
to be an election at the AGM.
(See reference in the report of the

Hon. Correspondence Secretary.)

2005 joint meeting with the
MBSI

Daphne Ladell distributed a 4
page report to the committee
outlining the progress the Sub-
Committee have made over the
last six months. The document
was discussed by the full
committee. It was then suggested

they could read the document at

leisure but make their
observations before the end of
the present meeting. The
booking form for the 2OO5

meeting would be circulated in
the autumn journal. John Phillips
has arranged for suitable table
gifts to be produced and the
committee were most impressed
with his efforts to date.

The committee was asked to
approve expenses for the
marquee and table gifts. This was

approved. The committee intends
to commit deposits for the hire of
services only after receipt of
deposits from MBSI and
MBSGB members. Certain
deposits would have to be paid
before this happens, but the
President and Treasurer will
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ensure that such deposits paid out
are within Society funds and do
not put the Society finances at
risk.

At this point, the President read
out a letter from Alan Praft in
which he raised his concerns
about the insurance for the 2005
meeting and the general costing
of the meeting.

In reply, Paul Bellamy informed
the meeting that the current
schedule of insurance, including
public liability, covers all Society
meetings including events such
as 2005. Section 1(i) of the
schedule covers Society members
and their guests. Paul Bellamy
will review the schedule again at
the next premium date, both for
the level of cover and
applicability to the 2005
meeting.. Further documentary
evidence has also been supplied

by Paul Bellamy by way of letter
to the insurers together with their
letter confrrming the agreement.

Coulson Conn then addressed the

meeting indicating that there had
been much interest in America
for the meeting, but at this stage it
was hard to tell how many people
would actually come. He also
informed the meeting that the

Trustees of the MBSI would
either underwrite the whole
meeting taking the loss or profit
or would do a 50/50 split by
arrangement. After discussion,
the committee asked for a 70130
split with MBSGB having the
707o. Coulson agreed to take this
request back to the Trustees.

A.O.B.

There were no matters to be

discussed here. but the President
took the oppornmity to remind all

committee members that
discussions within committee
meetings should be confidential
until such times as agreement is
reached and the results are
communicated to the
membership as a whole.

There being no further business
to discuss the meeting closed at
19.20 hrs.

Note:

Shortly after this meeting had
concluded, the President was
informed that Norman Dicker
and Alan Pratt had withdrawn
their nominations to stand for
election to the committee. This
being so, there will now be no
requirement to have an election
at the AGM as all offices can
now filled unopposed.

MUSICAL BOX
SOCIETY OF
GREAT BRITAIN
The Musical Box Society of Great
Britain is an international Society
devoted to all forms of mechanical
music. Their professional journa| The

Music Bor, is published four times a year and
includes instruments from elaborate musical boxes to
organettes, mechanical pianos and even mechanical
singing birds. Their next regional
meeting, of which they have three a
year, is to be held on the Isle of Wight
on24th - 26th September.

t Established: 1962.
I Number of members:
500+ worldwide.
I Membership fee: S24 (UD.
I Contact: The Secretary The
Musical Box Society of Great
Britain. PO Box 299. Water
Beach, Cambridge
CB4 4DJ. Visit:
www.mbegb.org.uk

MBSGB Collectors'
Club of the Month!
We feature in Collect

It! Magazine
Collect It! Magazine were kind enough
to feature our society in their October
2004 issue (the item to the left is
reproduced by kind permission of the
editor of that journal). Any publicity is
good publicity, we are told, and with
luck it may result in some new members.

Your editors were intrigued to read in an
adjacent article that the Egg C,rp
Collectors' Club has annual
Eggschanges for members to get
together. Could we, perhaps, have Disc-
cussions, organ-ised meetings (with
organette meetings for Junior members)
or perhaps even Musical Boxing
matches? Your suggestions welcomed !
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-fro^ Arthur CunIffi

would like to ask those
members who have email
facilities to include their

email address when they send in
any Register paperwork. If this
is done, I will be able to let you
know straight away when your
Register forms have been
received. Perhaps this will be of
some comfort in these days of
declining postal services. It will
also give you a method of
checking on the progress of the
registration. The only request I
have to make is that you do not
release my email address to
anyone else without asking or
include it on a ttround robin".

A recent return sent in by a new
member of the society tumed out
to be of some importance in that
the information given has helped
to fill a small gap in our
knowledge. The box was a Nicole
6 air forte-piano in the 33 thousand
series. There is nothing
particularly unusual about that
except that this was a lever wind
movement that had been fitted into
a keywind case. There have been a
few ofthis type ofbox reported but
nearly all seem to have been fitted
into a replacement case. In this
instance. the serial number on the
baseboard matches the serial
number of the movement and there
is no doubt that the two have been
together since their manufacture.
Nicole made a few lever wind
movements in the 32 thousand
series but only incorporated this
new type of winding on their
overture boxes. This box is the first
registered example of Nicole
changing over to lever winding on
movements other than the large
and expensive. This finding also
shows that the change over period
from kev to lever winding was

much longer than we thought.
There are still keywind boxes in
the 37 thousand series.

To those members who think that
their box is too ordinary or
unimportant to be registered,
please think again. You may well
have the box that provides a vital
clue to some progress in the world
of mechanical music. Every single
box is of importance and every
effort to preserve, record and
treasure the relatively few
surviving musical boxes must be

made, not only for us but also for
the enjoyment of future
generations.

The Register now hasjust over 600
photographs stored. Each
photograph is kept next to the
archive card for the box in
question. Photographs are of prime
importance and thankfully more
and more are being received
regularly. May I ask members to
send in photographs of their boxes
and their tune cards and it would
be most helpful to me to receive
prints that have come from
cameras that use frlm rather than
digital pictures. The reason for this
request is that I find pictures
coming in as an attachment to an

email take ages to download and

are difficult and costly to print. I
have no idea how long pictures

made by an inkjet printer will last,
but the average print coming from
the chemist or a print house will
last well over 100 years if stored
correctly. Again, I am looking to
the future. In the not too distant
future, I hope that all pictures will
be stored on a CD or a series of
CD's. That will be real progress!

I know that many of you have
great difficulty in reading and
understanding the writing on tune

cards. Over the years that the
Register has been running, I have
seen thousands of examples of
tune listings. Gradually over time,
I have come to recognise the
majority of tunes and operas. I feel
that I may be able to help by giving
the correct spelling of some of
these tunes and translating them
into English. It has been
interesting to see that some of the
people who wrote the original tune
cards also had the same problems
in understanding what they were
writing. Fortunately, I do have
access to a good music library
which has many operatic scores.

Let's start the lists with Rossini.

Il Barbiere. Rossini.

Piano piano. (Sometimes Piano
pianissimo! Senza par lar) (Softly
so quietly! as light as air.)

Largo al factotum del la citta.
(Room for the city's factotum.)

Se il mio nome. (Let the name)

Alll idea di quel metallo. (The idea
of that enchanter.)

Una voce poco fa. (Though his
voice was breath'd afar)

Pace e gioja. (Ah! A thousand
thanks)

Quando rni sei vicina. (When my
fond eyes had seen her)

Zitn, zitti. (Lightly, lightly.)

I am sure many will know these

melodies as they feature time and

time again on hundreds of musical
boxes. If you feel listing tunes with
translations is useful and/or
informative, please let me or the
editor know and I will try to make
this a feature of Register News
from time to time.

Arthur Cunliffe.
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InTheltorld."
?artTwo - Selling your product. Roger Booty.

art one of "The
Largest Organette
Works in the World".

when first published in
'Music & Automata", was
complimented by pages from
a Draper catalogue from late
1901. from Arthur Ord-
Hume's personal library.

Readers will be interested to
learn there is a copy of that
catalogue in the Musical Box
Society archives. The finer
details of it prove quite
interesting. By October 1901

the number of tunes available
had reached no. 941 'Won't
you be my Sweetheart. At
that time the music was
offered 'at the very low price
of ONE PENNY PER FOOT'.
Therefore tune prices were
from no. 103 "Rock ofAges",
3 feet long, cost 3d, to no. 515

"Caledonian Quadrille,
Scotch Airs", which at l2O
feet long made it half the
price of the 'Victoria'
organette, then offered at2Os,
or fl.00. Additions had been
made regularly to the list and
it is probable further tunes
were added after the
supplementary list of October
1901.

The catalogue also contained
an interesting list of reasons

'Why J. M. Draper's noted
organettes are the best in the
world.' It starts, 'Because
they were made by
Competent British Workmen',

"Th,e Larg est O rB onette Wbrks

and elsewhere it states.
'Remember, these organettes
are made in my own
workshops by English
workmen (not made in
Germany), best material only
being used." The list
continues, 'We have the
Largest Organette Works in
the World fitted up with the
latest machinery, which
enables us to turn out both
quality and quantity. Every
one of our Organettes are
made from the'finest selected
material, and. the timber is
perfectly seasoned. In some
cases our timber is stored for
two or three years in order
that the timber may be in
perfect condition.' Which all
infers the best product of its

type available. Maybe, but
my own experience of
Draper's machines shows they
are often lacking in one
respect which perhaps has
only become apparent with
time, that is the poor strength
of the glue used. There seems

to be a preponderance of
Friday or late afternoon
organs, when the glue pot
would be watered down to
make the mix last to the end
of the day!

Reproduced here we have
pages from an early 1900
catalogue. The list of items
other than organettes on offer
is quite long, and there seem
to be a number of 'own label'
articles. I would imasine that

TIIE \TO!'DI,BTUL
ORCHESTRAL ORGANETTE

Dtrcct lroo tbc
PDloltac a&l Solo lelrr,

'lWHOLESALE PRICES.

841- 0rganette for $g/- Cash,
oi 6 B.tt P"L:?,".1&1il[*S1iilr:t-rrr. F!. q..

Trit rt@
h Crtrbtuld Ilur

.d
fuU prffcnbrr.

, .saoF.

'o:-h.*Er-|!rioor'

JitiS*iS*?.* l*dfrIoict rctrHaa aa-art-
at. U. DRLPER, Or(lnettc Worto, BLICKBURII.

Fig. I. From "Boys Own Paper", Saturday lst September 1894
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ADDRES:-J. A. DRAPER.

OR6aiafi E Woiis. Buc(DUtt

Fig. j. Advertisement from 1898

organettes were the only item
that was actuallv
manufactured by Draper,
everything else being bought
in and stencilled with the
company name where
relevant, (see note on Draper
phonograph in part one).
Music boxes were also sold as

can be reasoned by the
following testimonial from
Belfast in April 1899: 'Dear
Sir, Your note and Musical
Box are both to hand. and I
am very well pleased with the
Musical Box...' The question
to be asked now is, does
anyone have a cylinder box
carrying Draper's name?

The 1894 advertisement.
Fig.l, is rather unusual as it
declares, '84l- organette for
35/- cash'. Normally the 841-

is written as '4 guineas'. It
illustrates the Orchestral in its
early form with the reed block
assembly fitting into a flat
bottomed'V' on the case top,
as shown in the patent (see

Appendix). A later style
Orchestral can be seen in the
1901 advertisement in Frg.2.
Here pins on the reed block
assembly fit into two small
cast 'Y's to hold everything in
line. The July 1898

advertisement in Fig 3 is
notable in that it is for music

only, and uses a sales
gimmick popular still in
supermarkets, 'A Special
Offer. 25 per cent reduction.
For one month only.'

"The Largest Organette
Works in the World", a fine
claim, but untrue. To think
only of Ehrlich in Germany

or the Autophone Co. in the
States is to show the
falsehood in the statement.
Even largest works in Britain
could have been challenged
by 'Maxfield & Sons in
London. They produced at
least six organette styles,
including the popular
Seraphone. But this was
early days in hard selling and
hire purchase was in its
infancy. Draper was a man
who had a. product he was
determined to sell and he
used, or maybe even
introduced, many sales

devices which are still in
vigorous use today.

My thanks to Ted Brown and
the late David Harrold for
their help. Part three of this
short series will illustrate the
organettes themselves.

3 sta Ord?std O4u.(.,
3sl-cd\or€l- oo Esy

PrtEdk.

Are you aware
THAT

Higher Audley Stneet, Blackb.rrn,
Can s_upply you with Organettes, Musical Iostruments oI every description, also

Vatches, Clocks, and Electro-plated Goods, Cutlery, China, and every
kind of useful Household Articles ?

tOa,.str or Ea,.s5r Pa.Srrrrerrt.s-

er. /tt. ?$ffER,Ko.-

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY RETURNED.
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Gold w.td, koD s/-

Slv.r V:tdq IroE t2l5
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Fig. 2. Advertisement from I 90 I
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British Patent No. 12,670, applied for on l9th September 1887 and granted to loseph Mark Draper on 3rd
August 1888 for 'lmprovements in Mechanical Musical Instruments"
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A Musical Box tfTric&s
Another Metert

By AIec Reid

fn Oddments No.102.

I Anthony Bulleid discusses a
Lbox by (Isaac) Henri ilIetert.
This brought to mind a rather
unusual box I have by another
Henri Metert, his grandson
Jacques Antoine (1854-1933).

This Metert had started as a boy
with Nicole Frbres. but was
apparently making musical boxes
in his own right between 1878 and

1882, in partnership with Louis
Joseph Petite (an accountant). As
Metert. Petite & Cie and with an
additional partner, Auguste
Schmidely (a merchant) in 1879,
they were also doing
elecfroplating.

The Company changed its name to
Societe Genevoise de Nickelage
when Metert left. He then went to
London to work for Charles Brun,
at the new headquarters of Nicole
Frdres. as his foreman.

Series 64 is a quite large and quite
impressive 6-air Mandoline
Piccolo interchangeable, but with
only one cylinder (No.142), the

selection is somewhat limited.

What makes it different though, is
there is no through axis or spindle
to the cylinder, but it is supported
at both ends by a short external
pivot or shaft, which is locked into
place at the left end of the
mechanism by a sprung bolt ("The

Pusher"), contained within a small
metal box.

The stop/start (going/stopping)
lever is mounted on a cute little S-

shaped stand just in front of the
governor and the tune changing is
achieved by a horizontal spindle
with a hooked end, mounted over
the pivot carrying the pinion and
wheel gear.

Another unusual feature is its
right-hand double sprung motor,

The bedplate of Metert Series 64. For more illustrations of this
unusual box see our colour pages. All photographs by courtesy of

Robert Sinclair of London.

also lever wound from the right.

Most parts are nickel-plated and

again unusually, this seems to
have included the combs.

The cylinder is 38.5cm long and

the main comb has a small zither
attachment.

The case is of burr walnut and set

off with tulipwood crossbanding,

with foliate cast brass handles
painted black (probably an
original feature). The overall
width is 82.5cm.

Interestingly, there are no signs of
there ever having been a tune
sheet. It was probably loose and
lost over the years. The tunes are

mainly operatic, with Men of
Harlech thrown in for good
measure at No.6. Yet again,
unusually, the snail cam is
numbered l-6, which handily lets
you know what tune has just
played.

This fascinating musical box first
cane to my attention through a

couple of sales in a main London
auction house.

Out of register and with several
teeth missing or badly repaired, it
just managed to play what seemed

like an indecipherable selection of
oriental Chinese melodies !

Not surprisingly, it remained

unsold and ended up at a local
auction, where I was happily able
to acqu[e rt.

Now, after a brilliant restoration
job putting everything to rights, it
again plays to perfection.

Just two similar boxes have been
noted over the years, both from
Christie's sales in the late 1980's.

One dates from 17th December
1987, Lot 129 and was stamped
M.P.&C. on the governor cock,
with interestingly, a Nicole Frdres

tune sheet No. 248 in the Tune

Sheet Book.

The other dates from 9th June
1988, Lot 239, with no cylinders
or governor and several broken
teeth.

It is quite likely then that few of
these unusual boxes were made or
even now survive. But maybe
there are some cylinders out there
to be had, other than I42? Darc I
hope?

I really do hope, too, that this
modest little article has managed
to give Mr Metert Junior and his
partrcrs the credit they are surely
due, for creating and developing
such an unique and utterly
fascinating musical box of tricks
that cannot fail to engage and
delight all who hear it.
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osgt Look o,t,a w
IWinton si.,cols

by AIan K Clark

It is over two years since Paul
Bellamy wrote his important
article on musical mugs. I
thought perhaps it was time to
add a few pictures and the details
of some other Royal Winton
items, which have surfaced since
then. Paul's excellent article was
in Volume 20, with the part
containing the Winton items
starting on page 146 of number
5. He bravely added an appendix
of the items he knew of then. I
will try and use his numbering
system, and his order, but adding
in items where needed. Please
forgive me if my numbering is
not clear, or if my brief
descriptions of those items
already listed is inadequate.

3. Stirling Castle.

Figsl&2showthatthe
tankards with the Scotsman
handle were made in two

different designs, one having the
Tartan shoulder strap worn over
the left shoulder, and one worn
over the right. Can we suppose
they got it wrong the first time,
and had to remodel the figure?
These tankards were advertised
as being correct replicas of a

genuine Scottish tartan, so if
anyone can recognise the tartan,
and say which side the shoulder
strap should be worn, our
Editors, and myself would like
to hear. The tankard on the left
hand side in the figure has the
pre-war makers stamp and a 28
tooth Thorens musical
movement with pressed steel
bedplate playing the tune, Blue
Bells of Scotland. The tankard
on the right has no maker's
marking, but I cannot believe
that Winton did not make it. It
also plays on an identical
Thorens movement. Both have

the over glaze brown coloured
band around the rim which, it is
understood. was not used after
the Second World War.

12. Tankard "White Horse
Inntt

These 5" high mugs were also
made with a different transfer of
a coaching scene, one of them
having a "Red Lion" as the inn
sign. Other transfers may have
been used. The tunes played also
vary considerably, sometimes
reflecting the locality they were
sold in.

12.1. Hunting Scenes.

They also used a hunting scene

on this 5" size mug, which may
play either "John Peel" or "A
Hunting We Will Go".

12.2. Opera Scenes.

The same 5" mugs were also

MusicBoxFix
o First-class cylinder re-pinning
. 4-6 week turnaround
o Comb repairs, dampering, teeth

& tip replacement
. Full restorations

Typical re-pinning prices (Ground & Raked)
8" x 2" E23O + P&P 11" x 2'E28O + P&P

For more detail & prices contact:
Brian Wlrytock
Chamberwells Farm
By Glamis, Angus
Scotland DDB 1UP
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Fig 1 (left) & Fig 2 (right) showing the dffirent fonns of Stirling Castle

Fig 3 (left) & Fig 4 (right) showing the alternative colouring of the

Toby jugs.

Fig. 5. Base of Toby jug showing
Thorens tune sheet.

Fig. 6. Winton'Lakeland'plate of
pre-war pattern.

Fig. 7. Metal base o.f Lakeland
plate.

Fig. 9. The moulded base of the

po st -war de si gn comport.

Fig. 8. The moulded plate with transfer print of a coaching scene.
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The unusual large 6-air Mandoline PiccoLo interchangeable musical box by Metert refened to in the article
by Alex Reld on page 233.

Metert Series 64 showing the unusual right hand
side mounted double spring barrels.

Metert Series 64 showing the aruangement.for release

of the exchangeable cylinder. Pictures by Robert
Sinclair London.

Overseas Tour - see page 252.
Outside Basel Totvn Hqll, the Basel Organ Friends entertain us with a.fine selection of Orgues de Barbarie
(or should it be Drehorgeln, for Switzerland has four languages).
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decorated with transfers
depicting various operas. The
scene incorporated a poster with
the name and composer of the
opera. The following operas
have so far been found: Carmen.
Madam Butterfly, Tales of
Hoffmann. The mugs are marked
underneath: Opera Scenes,

CAN. and RD 1954. which I take
to mean that the design was
registered for Canada in 1954.

13. Tankard Foxhunt.

These 5 3/4" high tankards were
also fitted with the two tunes

mentioned under 12.1.

13.1 Coaching Scenes.

These 5 3/4" high tankards were
also made using a larger sized
transfer showing the same

coaching scenes as the 5u

verslons.

14.4. Thnkard Coronation of
Edward VIII.

This very rare tankard was very
similar to that made for his
successor George VI.

14.5. Tankard Coronation of
Elizabeth 2nd.

A smaller, 5" high mug was also
made for this coronation. It had a
bust of the queen on the front
and the legend: Elizabeth 2

Crowned June 2 1953, with a

crown and E2R on the rear. [t
was a cream colour with silt
decoration.

15. Cigarette Boxes.

These rectangular boxes 5" x 3"
had the musical movement
contained in the domed lid
which could be lifted off to start
the music. Those so far found
contain l8 tooth movements.

15.1. Opera Scenes.

These used the same transfer
designs as the 5" high tankards.
Has anyone seen any other opera
than Carmen on one of these?

15.2. Coaching Scenes.

The only one so far found uses a

scene with a "White Swan" inn
sign, i.e., a different coaching

scene to those mentioned for the

5" high tankard.

15.3. Chintz Patterns.

There could be many of these as

they made dozens of chintz
designs. The following designs
have been seen, and are named
on the base of the box: Marion.

Queen Anne, Cotswold. The
tunes used vary considerably and
presumably were chosen as

being popular at the time of their
production. "Happy Wanderer"
counts high on those commonly
found.

16, Toby Jugs.

The two found so far are shown
in Figs 3 & 4, (front, side and

rear) and underneath in Fig 5.

16.1. Toby Jug, Red Coat.

This one bears the flowing script
Winton mark for 1942+ and has

"Grimwades" incorporated in the

mark. and the letter "A". It has a
Thorens lS-tooth movement
with pressed steel bedplate,
playing Auld Lang Syne. This
pot was sold via the Presenta

hrm as it has the marks where
that label was originally fixed.

16.2. Toby Jug, Blue/Green
Coat.

This one has the colour of its
coat and its trousers reversed
from the one above, but is
otherwise very similar, playing
the same tune on the same make
and type of movement. The
flowing script Winton mark on
this one does not contain the

"Grimwades" name but also
dates from 1942+

17. Comports.

These were made in two forms
and my dating suggestions are

based purely on my observations
of the types of Winton mark
used. the sizes of the
movements. and the amount of
labour needed to manufacture
the comports.

17.1. Moulded Plate with
Metal base.

These comports used a relief

moulded hand painted plate from
one of Winton's normal ranges,

mounted onto a chrome plated
base containing the Thorens 22

tooth movement with pressed

steel bedplate. The plate shown
in Figs 6 & 7 is their Lakeland
design first produced in 1936,

and bearing the appropriate pre-

war stamp. The most common
plate used is probably Anne
Hathaway's Cottage, which was

first produced as a design in
1929. I would suggest that this
model of comport was probably
made pre-war and may have not
been continued after the war
when labour for hand painting
was more costly.

L7.2. One-Piece Moulded.
Thansfer Print.

This type used a one-piece
moulded body with a square
pottery base to contain the
musical movement. The
decoration was only transfer,
with. in the case of that shown in
Fig 8 & 9 a transfer on the top
and two small ones around the
base. This comport has the
flowing script Winton mark for
1942+. The Thorens 18 tooth
movement with pressed steel
bedplate plays "Westering
Home". This design of comport
was also available decorated
with chintz pattern transfers all
over. I would suggest these one
piece moulded comports were
made post war when the
simplicity and cheapness of the
transfer process was put to good
advantage. Also the smooth
design was probably more in
keeping with the tastes of the
time.

There are more Royal Winton
Musical items that I know of
which are not listed above, or in
Paul's listing. As I have not yet
acquired photos of them, or the
items themselves, a fuller
description will have to wait
until you, our members can
supply a description to our
Editors.
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fto^ Other Societies

Compiled bS, John Farmer

he Reed Organ
Society Quarterly,
Spring 2004, Vol.

XXIII, No.l

The ROS President (Pam
Fluke from West Yorkshire)
includes in her routine
"Message from the President",
details of one of her favourite
organs, a little Reisner Orgue
Expressif made in Paris around
1832. This very compact reed
organ has the reeds mounted
directly under the keys with
brass pallets operated by
plungers going straight down
from the keys. The organ can
be made to play louder by
removal of a leather covered
frame which normally lies over
the reeds.

In addition to annual reports
from the treasurer and
secretary there is a status
report on the ROS web site. A
number of improvements were
made to the site during 2003,
but the number of visits
remained about the same as

2002 at roughly 18,400, with
72Vo from North America and
ISVo from Europe.

Ralph Billinger writes in some
detail about his restoration of a
Bilhorn Telescope Organ, an
organ which folds up to form
an enclosed case for
transportation. When found in
a church basement the case

was in a very dilapidated state,

but dismantlement showed that
the internals had survived in

excellent condition making the
restoration worthwhile. Pam
Fluke follows up with an
article about the Bilhorn
Brothers and their range of
organs.

Brenda Ebie writes about
Robert and Larry Johnson who
operate Johnson Music in
Mount Airy, North Carolina,
and Ned Phoenix reports on
the relocation of Estey
instruments from the
Brattleboro Museum and Art
Center, which has closed its
Estey exhibit, to the recently
established Estey Organ
Museum.

Coleman Kimbrell and Ned
Phoenix ask "What is a Reed

Celebrating 3O yearc of briryingyou the best in:

$(uslcc[ !Bo* {}lscs - Over 1600 discs in stock for various Musicat Boxes. Send $2.00 (US)
along with your specific needs for a list of drose discs cunently in *ock....OR....send $6.fl) (posrpaid) for
a complete list of all discs in stock (#DL10m). All discs listed by tide, number, condition and piice.

peci:rlizing in your Musical Box Returation

*Hir$ff'&ffi'iffiByrHii
SUnC fCf"ds - Fully illusrated catalog of 83 different types of single and multi-colored tune cards for
cylinder bocs. #TCl0OO - $4.50 poqaid

lection of rccordings and book on aubmatic musical

pcnchroniq r{"ttqultics - Q\gncl dratti
P.O. BOX 400 - CANASTOTA, Ny 13032-0400 USA

31s.684-ee"'':;jJ:#fJlffi 

#*{d#dreamscapecom
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Organ Worth", and complain
that Antiques Roadshow
recently values one at $500
dollars whereas, in their
opinion, it should have been as

much as $6.000 if
professionally restored.
Conversely, the regularly
featured "eBay watchdog" for
January to March, 2004, shows
an average price for reed
organs of just $332, with a
maximum of $1200 for a
Wilcox and White player in
North Carolina.

The Player Piano Group,
Bulletin 170, March 2004

An update on the Musical
Museum (see the Musical
Museum Newsletter review) is
followed by a reprint of a

report written by Gerald
Stonehill about his visit to
Gordon Iles (who died in 1983)
at Artona Music Rolls in 1961.

Gordon ran the works single
handed, producing about 10
rolls per day. He was able to
copy rolls, but also composed
many himself, almost freehand
from the music. His machinery
was from the Aeolian
Company, but with his own
modifications and inventions.
(Gordon was, of course,
heavily involved in the
development of flight
simulators during the war - see

"How the Piano won the War",
The Music Box, Vol 13, No.4).

Julian Dyer writes a very
informative article on Hide
Glue giving information on its
production, how it works, its
preparation, how and when to
use it, and where to get it.
Facts worth repeating here are,
soak the glue 'pearls' in water
for an hour or so and then heat
to just under 140 deg.F (no
hotter since the glue begins to
decompose). Use a proper glue
pot or other contrivance which
uses a water jacket to heat the
glue. Cover with a lid to slow

drying-out and add water if
necessary for a runnier glue.
Heating the item being glued,
first, helps to slow the setting,
but quick working is necessary.

Julian supports the idea of
finishing off with an iron or
similar when gluing rubber
cloth to ensure an airtight seal,
but keep temperatures below
140 deg.F.

Reginald Reynolds was a well
known Concert Pianolist in the
20s and 30s and he is the
subject of a series of articles,
the latest reproducing a

number of programmes and
other documents concerning
his concerts. A following
article, previously published in
1978, records an interview
with Robert S. Good who
worked for Aeolian and often
worked with Reginald
Reynolds.

Adam Ramet has been
investigating Patent Tubular
Piano Rolls and believes that
they were 'hand played'. John
Phillips asks if anyone else has

suffered at the hands of the
Phantom Roll Trimmer
someone who trims off the
edges of rolls to remove
damage which then defeats
most roll tracking mechanisms.
Finally George Fleming writes
at some length on the basics of
making valve facings, with
diagrams for various tools and
a special section on Duo-Art
Expression Box Valves.

Organ Grinder News, Issue
No.48 - Spring 2004
(Newsletter from the British
Organ Grinder's
Association)

John Webb, who is the new
Membership Secretary of
BOGA, following the
retirement of Tony Yorke sets

out his intentions in his new
role, and also gives a 'personal
profile'. Gordon and Vilma

Blower write of their recent
visit to Paris where they met an

elderly organ grinder whose
dog, cat, and local pigeons
seemed to live happily together
and appreciate his music. His
message to all was "Peace and

Love - No War" - the animals
obviously agreed !!. Renee
Brice Watford writes about the
November MOOS trip (see

review of Vox Humana, Spring
2004) which turned into a
retirement and birthdav treat
for Roy Watford.

Tony Cragg gives details of a

Thibouville-Lamy Barrel
Organ he acquired in the
1950's. The 48 key, 3 register
organ came with one barrel
(although the tune sheet
showed 3), with only 2 of the
original T tunes actually pinned
(presumably due to a
previously aborted repinning).
The barrel was eventually re-
marked and pinned and, by an

extraordinary stroke of luck, a

friend of Tony's discovered the
two missing barrels, boxed and
in prefect condition.

"English Partiots" is the name of
the latest 26 or 31 note roll
available from Ian Alderman and
is reviewed by Colin Bullock.
The roll includes "There'll
always be an England', Land of
Hope and Glory", Keep the
home fires buming", The Eton
boating song", Jerusalem", Rule
Britannia", and the National
Anthem. Ideal for patriotic
grinders !! John Smith reports
on the recent gatherings of
Amateur Organ Builders (see

The Music Box, Vol. 21, No.
6), and BOGA member Ina
Hearne's anti-war poem is
reproduced. Ina's poem has

been selected for publication
in the National Collection of
Modern Day German Poetry,
and she could win 6.000 Euros
if her poem is judged the
yeal's best entry.
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News Bulletin (Musical Box
Society International), Issue
178, May/June 2004

This issue of the Bulletin has
the sad duty of reporting the
death of Marguerite Fabel, in
April, and of printing
memories of Marion Roehl
who died in February. Both
were stalwarts of the Society.

The main part of the Bulletin is
the reports from the various
Chapters of the MBSI, and this
issue covers reports from the
Japanese lnternational.
Southeast, Golden Gate and
Piedmont Chapters.

The Museum Committee
report on the success of its
"Maryelous Music Machines"
exhibit at the Museum of the
Harris County Historical
Society in Houston, Texas.
The exhibit was designed to
show the wide variety of
mechanical music, and many
exhibits are demonstrated to
show the excellent music
which can be produced from
them. Attention has also been
given to the 'affordable'end of
the market with Organettes,
novelty items such as musical
fruit bowls and toilet paper
dispensers, and more modern
machines such as Rollmonicas
and the "Melody Player"
organette. The exhibit has

proven popular with many bus-
loads of children and adults
visiting. The children, many of
whom have never seen such
machines before, seem to be

especially delighted. The
MBSI hope that the exhibit
will also help to increase their
membership. (Could MBSGB
do something similar to
promote Mechanical Music in
the UK?)

Finally there is an interesting
investigation into the
authenticity of a Welte
Philharmonic Organ, currently
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in the Museum of the Castle of
Bruchsal near Karlsruhe in
Germany, which was claimed
to have been meant for the
Titanic. The story suggested
that, due to late delivery, the
organ was never installed so

was saved. However.
extensive investigation by
Hendrik Strengers has failed to
authenticate any of the tenuous
threads in the story. Also there
is no evidence that that White
Star Line ever installed an
organ on any ship, and the
question is raised of why the

organ wasn't installed on
another ship, e.g. the Olympic.
The conclusion is that the story
was untrue and was created to
increase the sale price of the
organ.

Mechanical Music, Vol. 50,
No.L, Spring2004

A Palais Royal musical
Necessaire is the subject of an
article by Pamela Young in
which she gives some of the
background to Necessaires,
and details the history of Palais
Royal. She follows on with a

discussion of other items by
PR, and information about
other 'Marchand Mercier' of
Paris. Pamela concludes with a
section on early 19th Century
sewing implements.

The Tune Sheet project
continues with pictures and
descriptions of Nos.301 to 310
from Anthony Bulleid.

Herbert Jutteman (translated

by Andrew Pilmer) gives the
Story of the various 'Blessing'
Orchestrion Companies in
Unterkirnach. The article
effectively conects a number
of errors that the author found
in a. David Bowers'
Encyclopaedia of Automatic
Musical Instruments (pp. 388
to 389). The confusion
probably arose because there
were two separate firms

simultaneously trading under
the name of 'Blessins' in
Unterkirnach.

Larry Karp continues his series
of 'Cylinder-Box restoration
tips for Novices' with part 2 on
Steel-wire Dampers. This is
aptly followed by a reprint of
David Wells' Pin and Damper
Noise Glossary. (Here you will
find out what UHHMPs and

ZJERHs are!) Finally,
continuing the repair theme, is
an extract from the 1885
publication "Workshop
Receipts" by C G Warnford
Lock, which gives advice on
musical box repairs, similar to
that in Jacot's booklet How to
Repair Musical Boxes. This
was discovered by Luuk
Goldhoom.

Organ Grinders News, No.
49, Summer 2004

The editor, Karen Dilks, asks
for more photographs to
complete next year's BOGA
calendar. and confirms that the
Annual Gathering will take
place at Snibstone Discovery
Park, Coalville, Leicestershire
on Saturday 23rd October.

Sue Millington, who died on
16th May 2004, is remembered
by Liz and Colin Bullock.
John Webb, the new
membership secretary, gives a

personal profile.

Australian member Derek
Deane's street organ is
described. Based on the John
Smith 26 note design, it has

three ranks of pipes and 5

animated figures playing
instruments. Their eves blink
too!

Events reviewed include:-

the Little Downham Organ
Extravaganza, which raised
f,I075 for charity, the Barrel
Organ day at Amersham
(February, 2004), the Derby
Festival of Street Organs (lst



May, 2004), which raised
f.I}OO. the Heart Link Street
Organ Festival in Leicester
(15th May, 20(X) which raised
f.I768, and, finally, the first
gathering for Amateur Organ
Builders, hosted by Peter and

Rosemary Hood at St. Nicholas
at Wade.

Members are informed of a

burglary at Mr Ghysel's
Mechanical Music Museum in
Brussels on the night of 7th
May 2004 when a number of
small instruments were stolen.
Details and photographs are

shown to help members
identify these stolen items if
they come up for sale.

The Key Frame
(Issue KFU04)

The 5th part of the Music from
Belgium series is a

contribution by Tom Meijer
(translated by Nick
Lambrechtsen), on the life of
Abel Frans, who was a writer,
composer and musician as well
as an ilranger of organ book
music. Abel was born on 7th
April 1899 in Rumst, could
play the clarinet at 11 years

old, composed at 12, and
published a collection of songs

at 18. He became an excellent
pianist, without tuition and
composed several operettas.
He started arranging organ
books with Decap and then
moved to Mortier before
eventually starting on his own.
The article covers other aspects

of his life, including transcripts
of some of his letters to Mortier
just before he left. Abel Frans
died on 30th April 1962.

Margaret Cook gives details of
the Barrel Organ Day at Teddy
Reed's collection at Amersham
when members brought along
some 20 organs to entertain the
300 enthusiasts present. (JF:

Several members of MBSGB
were amongst the

contributers). David S Smith
provides a description, with
photos, of the Markt und
Schaustellermuseum in Essen.

Germany which was
assembled by Erich Knokke.
The museum only opens by
appointment (contact by Fax
+49-2OI-228749 if vou are

visiting Essen).

Colin Middle ponders on the
problem of what should
happen to collections of
memorabilia, including sound
recordings, when members
dispose of their collections. He
is concerned that, in the case of
FOPS, sending items to their
archive at Sheffreld University
would mean items could be

locked away and not be easily
accessible to be made good use

of (JF: as yet not the case for
the MBSGB archive). Another
article advises that the
Gladiator Organ Club is
disbanding, and their archive is
being donated to either
Redruth Museum or Cornwall
County Museum. The club
was formed in 1953 to rescue

the Burrell showman's engine
The Gladiator, and later a 98

key Marenghi Grand Organ.

Player Piano Group -
Bulletin l7l, June 2004

Flight Simulators is perhaps an

unusual subject to find in the
PPG bulletin, but not if you
have heard of Gordon Iles.
The recent 75th anniversary of
the invention of flight
simulators resulted in the story
being told at a convention of
the Royal Aeronautical
Society. Two speeches are

reproduced in the Bulletin
concerning Gordon Iles'role in
the development. Gordon had
worked for the Aeolian
company before becoming an

RAF flying instructor, and
when he was asked to help with
the design and construction of
flight training simulators, his

knowledge of pneumatics
proved invaluable. After the
war, Gordon started his own
player roll production, and also
developed the Duo-Art Robot
with Gerald Stonehill, who co-
authored the speeches with
John M Rolfe of Cranfield
University.

Gerald Stonehill also recounts
his memories of Jack Shaylor,
and Paul Morris remembers his
various meetings with Richard
ZYance.

On the technical side. Patrick
Handscombe "reappraises a

Welte Red..." explaining why
it has such good repetition.
This is followed by a very
interesting and detailed article
on economical Audio
Recording by Johan
Leljencrants. (The article is a
slightly revised reprint from
MMD 040125). Johan covers
Acoustics, Microphones,
Stereo Recording, Mixing and
Recorders, and finishes with
some equipment examples.
Finally, John Phillips explains
his technique for dealing with
rolls which misplay due to
narrowing at the end of the roll,
and wonders why many rolls
do appear to be narrower at the
very end of the spool end.

The bulletin is accompanied by
the 2O04 membership list and
directory of museums and
suppliers.

Reed Organ Society

QuarterlS Summer 2004,
Vol XXIII. No.2

This issue is dedicated to the
2004 Reed Organ Festival held
in Fayette, Ohio from 30th
April to 2nd May.
Contributions from Lonnie
Kuhn, Marilyn Swett, Terry
Jankowski and Brenda Ebie
provide a comprehensive
review of the weekend.

Scott L Grazier tells of 3 recent
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acquisitions - an 1899 Mason
& Hamlin style 522, a 1947
Estey "Modernistic" chapel
organ and a small Estey
"Junior" pump organ. Brian
Rogers writes about a recent
performance of Giaochino
Rossini's Petite Messe
Solennelle, written specifically
for the harmonium, and
Lawton W Posey discovers an
unusual Vocalion organ in a

West Virginian church. The
pastor is willing to sell the
organ, but it is in need of some
restoration.

Pam and Phil Fluke provide an
unusual story about Con
Docherty and his Bilhorn
portable organ which, together,
did some 500 performances
and travelled over 70,000 miles
as part of the Bengal
Entertainments Services
Association during WW2.

Vox Humana - Summer
2004

Boz Oram writes about his
recent visit to the "Kunkels
Club" in Haarlem (official title

Stichting Stadsorgel
Haarlem), which has recently
moved to a new building
currently funded by Haarlem
Council. The operators have
managed to retain the old
atmosphere in the new
building.

Having seen the closure of a

number of museums in recent
years it is pleasing to hear that
Ted Reed of Amersham has
successfully registered his
collection as the Amersham
Fair Organ Museum to ensure
it's long term survival.

Derrick Londrigan tells the
story of "De Grote Gavioli"
which came to England in
1963 and has returned to
Holland for the KDV's 50th
anniversary. Jeremy Brice saw
an unusual organ in Utrecht -
an organ with bells built into a
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small launch, on the river.
Finally Boz Oram introduces
MOOS members to Musical
Boxes and makes a passable

attempt at describing them.

MBSI News Bulletin. Issue
179' JulylLugust 2004

Several members contribute to
"Memories of a Remarkable
Lady" in memory of
Marquerite Fabel, whose death
was reported in the previous
bulletin. Hope Rider
remembers Harold Freiheit in
"The Old Organ Grinder".
Harold passed away on 20th
June.

"News from the Netherlands"
by Hendrick H Strengers
informs that the National
Museum van Speelklok tot
Pierement has another new
managing director, Floris
Adrianus de Gelder, who
replaces Mr Frans Fox who left
in January after only 7 months.
The museum also celebrated
the opening of its new entrance
and hall in May.

"Members in the News"
includes 2 articles from a local
paper relating to Ray Zapata's
collection at Lighthouse Point,
and a report of a visit to Bill
and Rosanna Harris's
collection by 110 restored
Model T cars and their owners.
Finally, Alec Reid describes a
disc-playing mantle clock by
Junghans/Symphonion which
may be unique......or not ? He
has yet to find out.

Non-English Journals

Musique Mecaniques
Vivantes (Association des
Amis des Instruments et de
la Musique Mecanique) -
3rd Quarter,2004

Fortunately this journal prints
an English summary, from
which the highlights are:-

A visit to a phonograph

specialist; A small pianist
automaton (from Science, Art,
Nature 1902), A curious oval
snuffbox with superimposed
teeth, A "chip" computer
controlled organ, Restoration
of an old computer controlled
organ, The piano "National"
(reprint from 1997 issue), A
fine Verbeeck organ, Memories
of fair and cinema organs,
Echoes from the March 2OO4

Mirecourt Mart, Phonographe
et microphone (from Journal
de la Jeunesse 1879), A listing
of museums with mechanical
music in France.

Das Mechanische
Musikinstrument
(Gesellschaft fur
Selbstspielende
Musikinstrumente), August
2004

Subjects covered are:-

Piano Melodico, Euphonium (a
rare organette not even found
in Kevin McElhone's "The
Organette Book"), Troubadour,
Cylinder box tooth noise, an
interesting Meloton, Flower
Girl - a forgery uncovered.

An Appeal
FOR INTERPRETERS - The

Archive gets several non-

English journals which we

would like to review

regularly, however I am not

fluent enough in any of the

relevant languages to do a

proper job. If any members

can read French, German,

Italian or Dutch, and would be

prepared to do the occasional

journal or book review, can

you please contact me

(john@musicanic.com)
or see Archivist details on

page 224.



on Festival
By Norman Dicker

his new event took place
over the weekend of 18th
and 19th September at the

Fontwell Park Race Course in
West Sussex. An impressive line
up of fairground organs, concert
organs and street organs attended
on both days but the weather on
the Saturday was most unfriendly
and support from the public was
decidedly lacking.

Brian and Joan Chapman , my wife
and I had booked to take a

selection of our organs and
organettes along on the Sunday as

we had a previous booking for the
Saturday. The weather was a

distinct improvement to the
Saturday and as soon as we had set

up our display we were able to
walk round the site to see and hear
the magnificent display of organs.

All tastes in mechanical organs
were catered for from the large 109

key dance organ to the small 18

note organette playing a wide
variety of music. There were many
old favourites among the organs
present as well as many we had not
seen or heard before. Among this
latter group was the 56 keyless
Voigt which had recently been
restored by Kevin Meayers and

making it's UK debut. For me this
organ was the highlight of the
festival.

A great deal of effort had been

made by the organisers and
exhibitors to provide such a varied
selection of instruments and it is
hoped that the event can be
repeated next year.

Coming Event:

Sth May 2005 - 2nd Banel Organ
Day at the Amersham Fair Organ
Museum llam to 5pm with Barel
Organs, Banel Pianos and Reed
Barrel Organs. The frst event in
February 2004 was a great success.

Paul Kirrage's fine Voigt fair organ, fresh out of Kevin Meayers'workshop the
night before the Festival, and in excellent voice.

Another excellent organ, the 63-key Carl Frei Dutch steet organ'Dubbeldik',
owned by Fabian Krull of lziden, Holland.
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Powerful percussion.

The compact drum-and-six-
bells movement serial 26567
shown in Fig. 1 was made
about 1878 and has a typical
blank of the period with 9.2"
(234mm) cylinder playing ten
airs. Its unusual feature is the
very high proportion of
percussion teeth - 12 compared
with only 39 for music.

Bells and drums in sight had
become popular during the
1860s, and this box offers
economic percussion of good
quality, making up for meagre

music. The general effect is
enhanced by a bulky case with
stringing and banding on front
and on domed lid - 21" by 72"
by 9_" high. Impressive, and
plenty of space all round the
movement.

This serial 26561 was
discovered without tune sheet
and with minimal identity
clues. No bedplate markings;
only one blank number, 19, on
all components; comb with
octaves only marked; no
markings on case. The bell set-
up is a bit unusual, - the three

by Anthony Bulleid

pairs arranged as

symmetrically as possible on
their three columns.

Tune I being on the cylinder
dots, it was probably made in
or near Ste. Croix and I just
hope a twin will turn up, with
tune sheet.

Same power but more music.

I think anyone but a drum-
addict would agree that the

drum-and-six-bells box serial
46284 shown in Fig. 2 scores
by having more music. Its 14

percussion teeth come with 62
for music. It plays six airs with
8" (204mm) cylinder and a

62-tooth comb which is in two
halves, straddling the
percussion which has 8 drum
teeth in the middle and three
for bells each side, - severely
symmetrical.

The bells are in another
symmetrical arrangement, as

seen in Fig. 2. largest pair
nearest the drum. With the
bells numbered I to 6, bass

to treble, nos. 5, 3 and 1 are at

the bass side of the drum and

Fig. l. Serial 26567 with on/off levers for drum and bells. Tune I
on dots and track lines. Marked teeth are a 440 and 880H2..

Extreme treble tooth no. 52 is not used. (It gets beyond the cylinder
end cap after tune 8.)

Fig. 2. Serial 46284 with central percussion comb and on"/off lever for drum only. Tune I on dots and
track lines.
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.Overseas Tour - s€c paBe 252
Outside the Musde Baud.
Arlette hides behind Michelle
To her right is tour organiser
AIan V\tat1 in front of whom
stands the French Society's
( AA I M M ) Vic e - P re s ident
Etienne Blyelle.

Overseas Tour - The civic receDtion in Basle Town HalL

AIan and Daphne Wyatt

entertain at the Rotary
Int e rnational C onfe renc e

in Bournemouth in April
1991. They are only
slightly older these days!
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Fig. 3. Bass end bell assembly. The bell rod through the drum is
secured by a large nut at the treble end. Assembly, starting f-rom the
drum is: redfelt/inert coil as spacer/ironwasher/3 felt washers to keep
the first bell from touching the drum. Then the three bells, separated by
pairs offelt washers. Then red felt/support bracket/securing nut.

components scribed, 284 from
seial46284 - which is scribed
on the cylinder end cap and
appears on the tune sheet. One
comb base has a 5-point star
casting mark, Fig. 7. The
pawls for the spring winder are
noticeably thinner than usual,
0.1" instead of 0.125". The
iron bedplate casting includes
three short legs, as canjust be
spotted in the top left hand
corner of Fig. 4. These legs
are here extended with 5/16"
rods to give clearance for the
drum resonator.

The tune sheet, Fig. 8, is not
much help, with its composer
panels in the borders and an
empty cartouche at top centre.

Fig. 4. From top centre: pivot for drum stil<crs/six bell rods with
stikers/splayed pivots on the 14 percussion comb teetAon-off drum
leven The eight links to the drum stikers are bent towards the bass end
because the drum is not central with the cylinder qnd combs. (Bass at
rt ght when up side - down ).

worked by teeth 1,2 and 3 of
the central comb. Its teeth 12,
13 and 14 play bells 2, 4 and
6 respectively. They are
always in play, but the drum
can be silenced with a central
lever. Assembly details of the
three bells at the bass end are
shown in Fig. 3. The bells are
stacked, as normal in chiming
clocks, and when hidden under
bedplates.

The percussion assembly is
about one cm (or about half an
inch) closer to the bass end
than the cylinder and combs,
thus causing some anguish for
lovers of perfect syrnmetry -
and more anguish to the bell
fitters who had to cope with
adjusted links as seen in Figs.
4 and 5. But help was
provided for disconnecting the
percussion comb by having
shouldered screws for the
pivots on the comb brasses, -
normally seen only on L Ep6e
movements. Here they are
quite beefy, and the comb
brasses have been bent
outwards to make room for
them, as shown in Fig. 6. The

bell teeth are most affected by
this angularity, which imposes
some twist on them. but their
performance seems quite
unaffected.

This oddity makes it doubly
interesting to know who made
this box, but the clues are very
scanty. The blank number I
is on spring and governor. Bass

lead is scribed Cl3O4, surely
the gamme number. Cylinder
bearing is stamped, and some

It is really only a superior
"printer's borders" type. The
tunes are unusual; latest no. 5,

1860, with three others around
1850 and two very early folk
tunes. So the box was certainly
made in the early 1860s, -
supported by the fact that
spring and governor are fixed
from under the bedplate. The
important remaining question
is. who made this box with its
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Fig. 5. Closer look at the on/off
lever and the white (replaced) felt
pad. It is stuck to the angled plate

fixed by the two screws and
adjusted to cushion the tooth
brasses and hold themfirmly
when released.

high serial number at such an

early date as, say, 1862??

Tune 1 is on the cylinder
dots. which indicates the Ste.

Croix region with three
possible exceptions...(1)
Karrer, but they cast K under
their bedplates and their serial
numbers were far lower. (2)
Lecoultre sometimes pinned
on tune l. but their serial
numbers in 1862 were around
32,000. (3) One of the
uncharted old Geneva area
makers might have kept going
those extra years and reached
that high figure.

The most likely is therefore the
Ste. Croix area. Only three
makers there are charted; B. H.
Abrahams started up in 1895

and of the other two. Mermod
had only got to 2,000 and
Paillard about 10.000. So how
about those early makers,

Fig. 7, Star mark cast on treble-
end comb base, serial 46284,
gamme 1304.

some busy from even before
1820, and some known to
make both cartels and petites
musiques, - which might
accelerate their serial
numbering. They include
Jaques, two Jaccards,
Bornand, and particularly
Cuendet whose family were at
it since 1818 and were always
active operators. The output of

all these has so far proved
impossible to chart due to lack
of data. I guess that there is
about a 50Vo probability that
one of them made serial
46284, back in 1862.

Louis Champod-Jaccard.

What looks like a typical key-
wind forte piano movement by
Langdorff or Lecoultre or
Nicole is shown in Fig. 9. It
was made by Louis Champod
in Ste. Croix in about 1855 and

luckily that is confirmed by
Fig. 10 which shows the
maker's writing under the
case.

Champod et Degiez was a

company set up in 1852, and
Piguet also reports that in June

1856 they offered a reward for
the recovery of three lost
combs, including one of 8_
pouces. Subsequently Degiez

Fig. 6. Even closer look, showing the drum teeth silenced. The coil
spring under the lever keeps it quiet when in the "bells playing"
position. It has been neqtly secured round the top of the rod which Jixes
its engaged position.
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Fig. 8. Tune sheet ofserial 46284 with sloping composer banners as
also seen on S. Troll andA. Soualle tune sheets in the 1870s. This one
is probably the tune sheet of an agent, - surprisingly not named in that
spe cial central cartouche.

nice inlaid lid.

The performance is in every
respect equal to what you
would expect (and generally
get) from the Geneva trio
mentioned above.

t'Nicole Forgery"

Back in 1988, Vol. 13 page
194, A.J.L.Wright reported
seven movements by UEp6e
stamped NICOLE A
GENEVE, - usually plain but
sometimes enclosed in a
lozenge, as in Fig. 12. They
were all in the key-wind or

Fig. 9. Charnpod\ serial 805, 4-airs, forte piano. Marked teeth are
a 440 and 880H2. Tiny 805 stamped at left back corner.

retired and later the company
became Champod-Jaccard. (By
1880 it had become Louis
Jaccard-Champod & Co.
according to an advert
reproduced on page 238 ofVol
16, Winter 1994.)

The 8_ pouces cylinder on
Champod serial 805 is 9.1" or
23 cms.Its diarneter is 1.9" so
the circumference is 6" and.
pinned at 0.1" per second, one
turn lasts a minute. Tune 1 is
on the cylinder dots (in reliable
Ste. Croix style).

The gamme number is 149,
scribed on the great wheel and
on both combs alongside
stamped CDM, see Fig. 10.
The bass lead is scribed 149
plus a cypher with bold
horizontal stroke and four
vertical legs. There are no blank
numbers except a large figure 8
on the governor block. The
forte and piano combs have 86
and 45 teeth, generally in line
with the Geneva makers
mentioned above. In fact,
Nicole serial 29090, made in
1851, actually has 4-air 86-
and 45-tooth combs with an
8_ pouces cylinder; but it
plays eight airs, 2-per-turn,
with its fat cylinder.

The comparative stiffness of
teeth in the two combs is about
110 forte to 90 piano, about
20Vo difference. Tooth stiffness
was more variable than usual.
and I think some teeth on the
piano comb were less stiff than
that figure shows. Of course
the tune sheet is missing, but
the pin holes and ghostly
outline show that it was a bit
over 9 by 4 inches - 23by ll
cms. The case is absolutely
typical, 16 by 6 inches (41 by
15 cms) with end flap and a

early lever wind period,
between 1850 and 1860. It was
thought that they might have
been requested by Nicole, but
this hope was finally
abandoned about four years
later, as explained in my
second book page 277,
among the corrections! Now it
seems to be generally accepted
that these boxes came on the
secondhand market and
somebody tidied them up and
added the NICOLE stamp to

Fig. 10. Under the case, with "805 Champod et" written clearly and
then "Dgz" rather vaguely, followed by "Marquet6e" which was the
usual instntction from makcr to case finisher for an inlaid lid. Dgz
must be an abbreviation for Degiez, the retiing partner

ilEsrquE \/ 6 arRs.
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Fig. 11. Piano comb base of
serial 805 with gamme 149 and
m\sterv initials CDM.

facilitate their resale. Their
quality was quite equal to
Nicole quality.

When did this happen? Or,
when did it start? No one
seems to know, but the results

are certainly still gomg on.

Serial 10705 was sold as a

Nicole by auction in 2003.

It is a classy keywind box with
8" cylinder and 104 comb
teeth playing four airs. It is
easily proved to be made by
UBpde because it has all their
characteristics and none of
Nicole's: the bedplate is cast

iron (Nicole, brass). The tune
pinned to play on the cylinder
dots is no. 2 (Nicole, no. 4).

And the tune tracks are 0.018"
wide (Nicole 0.017" or less).

But there is that Nicole stamp

on the bedplate as in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. The Nicole stamp in lozenge on L'Epde 10705, made in i,853,

photo thanks to Eliyahu Shahar. It is also known on 8267 and 10136,

and known without lozenge on five boxes, latest serial 17338, made

about 1860.

Q David Bowers
Literary Award 2004
The Musical Box Society Intemational (he American Society) has

awarded its coveted literary prize to our member and former archivist

Kevin McElhone. The well-deserved honour is of course in recognition

of Kevin's magnum opus, The Organette Book. We heartily

congratulate Kevin on a fine achievement of world-wide signihcance.

Buy a copy of
The Organette Book

while stocks last!

Only a few copies of this LIMITED
EDITION work by Kevin
McElhone, winner of the Q David
Bowers LiteraryAward 2fiM. Buy
yours now while stocks last! There

is unlikely to be a re-print.

Members'Price is only f,SO.fi) plus

postage and the book is available

from Ted Brown or Kevin
McElhone (see Society Officers on

page224 for how to contact them).
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rnusical boxes

:enturyt
By Luuk Goldhoorn

Once upon a time there were no
collectors of musical boxes,
there were only owners of a

musical box. That sounds silly,
nevertheless it is true. Maybe
there were families with more
than one, but they wouldn't
describe that as a collection..
Those owners did not write
articles about their boxes, so we
don't know how they enjoyed
them. Scarcely in a novel, the
pleasant sound of a box is
mentioned, but that is almost all.
About mechanical organs,
particularly street organs there is
more printed material available,.
Of course that has to do with the
fact that musical boxes were soft
sounding instruments, built to be
listened to in the home of the
owner. Even advertisements for
musical boxes in the second half
of the l9th century flet alone the
first halfl are scarce.
Nevertheless they had to be
sold. In Orde-Hume's book
Clockwork Music, p. 65, you'll
find a couple of those ads. And
contemporary pictures of
musical boxes are even more
rare. One was pictured in the
Journal of the MBSI, Spring
1997, and is reprinted here. (Fig.
1) If you look carefully you'll
notice that the spring of the box
is on the 'wrong' side. That is
because it is a very old
photograph, probably mid
1850's, which had no negative
but rather produced in image on
a metal plate in reverse.

Another photograph is
reproduced here. Unfortunately
it had no date on it but I think it
is from the turn of the century.
Of course the girl is in the centre
of the picture, but at her right

Fig. L Girl with musical box

Fig. 2. Girl with manivelle

side is depicted a manivelle,
maybe with a kind of automaton
on it. (Fig. 2) Both photographs
were made for the family album,
and it is remarkable and exciting
that they have survived.

So far about pictures, but have
you ever seen a letter in which a
musical box is on stage? I didn't
until recently when I acquired
one, dated March 28, 1885 in
which daughter Maud, living in
Nashville Tennessee, wrote to
her mother Mrs. India Pivrett.
the following lines:

'Bettie Halsh, the girl that rooms
just below me has a "Music
box", her sweetheart sent it to
her, it cost $ 45, lots of money to
pay for a box, don't you think so?
But we have music all the time
only have to wind it up
occasionally, they take it around
and serenade the Teachers
very often.'

That's all she wrote about this
box. We will never know what
kind of mechanism it was. But
in any case rather expensive. In
the Heeren Bros. & Co catalog
from 189516, reprinted by
Panchronia Antiquities, a 12

tune box with a 10" cylinder was
"priced at $45, an 8 tune box at $
40.00. The above-mentioned
advertisement in Clockwork
Music (p. 65) tells us that an 8
tune box was priced in 1855 at f
8, equal to $ 40.

In any case the box gave much
pleasure to its listeners, and is
that not the most important
characteristic of a musical box,
even today for us, the
collectors?

- ' ':oL,n' 
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.y'- -,"-.i-;- 4.'.2- z-,-,".
.r-a4-2.4,4 24. .-)
*t&zs.-z )/____] r_

,.-.. .4 - .A, 2,./ -/-
)/. ': t.?At.* /--.
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Fig.3. Sumivong letter

Fig. 4. The suniving envelope as well!
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5 B nch-SwissTbur,
12-19th Ju$r 2004

nce again, Alan and
Daphne Wyatt, ably
assisted by Alan Pratt,

organised a tour full of interest
and entertainment. It is hard to
condense the account of such a
packed itinerary into a few
words and thus to do justice to
their hard work.

As usual, some made their way to
Landbeach for an overnight stay

at 'the Wyatts' and thence by
coach to pick up others as they
progressed south to Dover.
Reims was the French overnight
stop. By the following mid-day
we had reached our first
destination, the Mirecourt
Museum. Scene of many a

previous visit, this was the first
time we had visited the museum
under new management. A
delight for our first-timers and a
nostalgic refresher for those who
have enjoyed the music of this
superb collection on previous
occasions. Many thanks to
Mirecourt's new management for
entertaining us so well.

We soon had to press on to Basel,
Switzerland. and were honoured
by a Civic Reception at the Town
Hall arranged by our local host,

Peter Rohrer. Peter is the
President of a newly formed
organisation, 'The Basel Organ
Friends'. Here we were
entertained by a group of
traditional organ grinders,
informed about the history and

culture of Basel, refreshed and

entertained once again.

Wednesday saw us at the
National Museum of Seewen
before leaving for our main
destination, Les Gets. Situated in
the Savoie region of France on
the border of Switzerland, Les
Gets is a renowned ski resorl in
winter, noted also for its street

organ festival in summer.

Thursday we departed once more
for Switzerland to meet first with
our friend Etienne Blyelle, who
accompanied us to the Mus6e
Baud, L Auberson, high in the

hills near St- Croix, and then to
meet our hosts and good friends
Arlette and Michel. Each day the

sun had shone and this day was
no exception. Since our last visit,
the museum had been extended
by the addition of another display
hall. One can never 'see' a

museum of mechanical music.
Each time there is something
different to hear, perhaps a newly
restored instrument or a familiar
friend playing another tune. With
instruments in such fine fettle, it
was a delightful experience,
capped off with a wonderful
alfresco lunch supplied by our
generous hosts.

The day was not yet over for we
had a short joumey to CIMA.
Etienne had special permission to
demonstrate a number of rare
musical boxes not normally
played to the public. There is too
little space in this summary to
explain all the technical details of
two particularly rare instruments.
Both were designed to give
extended play, one by the use of
spiral-pinning and the other by
the use of two cylinders on one

shaft synchronised to shift
alternately so as to give a

continuous musical performance.
Perhaps more in another article.

The following two days, Friday
and Saturday were to be spent in
Les Gets for the bi-annual
festival. Two of the street players
were Brits. Richard Cole and

Owen Cooper, thus representing
the international spirit of this
festival. Highlights were the
street processions, street and
church organ music recitals in the

local church, including an

extraordinary organ-alpine horn
duet, an organ recital by Richard
(not by 'Handle'but by using the
'roll-playing' method!). The UK
party were treated to a private
tour of the superb Les Gets
mechanical musical museum,
conducted by our good friend
Philippe Rouille and also
accompanied by Hendrick
Strengers. Saturday was our fmal
and free day to soak up the
atmosphere of the festival. Two
die-hards went to great heights,
literally, going up the mountain
on a one-way ticket and coming
down by para-gliding. One of
these two, Keith Reedman, noted
uni-cyclist and skate-boarder,
was equipped with an altimeter
that recorded 2040 feet above the
valley bottom! Life in the old
'uns yet!

On a more serious note, the day
ended with the UK party being
entertained and greeted publicly
by our Les Gets hosts and then
entertained at yet another civic
reception. We exchanged gifts
and declared publicly our
expressions of gratitude in
celebration of 100 years of the

Anglo-French Entente-Cordiale.
What better expression can there
be, after 100 years of determined
effort to put history back into the
history books and to celebrate
friendships between our two
nations. in fact between all
nations, in such a practical and

enjoyable way as a mechanical
musical festival.

One final word of thanks to
Roger Brooks. He made his own
contacts with his numerous
French and Swiss friends who,
realising we were coming, turned
out to welcome and entertain us

and to invite us all into their
private homes. Well done Roger
and thanks to you from all of us.
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By

L'Epde patented his manivelle
in 1857, by which he widened
the scope of the musical box
from an adult apparatus to a

child's one. That patent
unveiled the fact that a device
preventing damage to the box
by turning the handle
backwards was part of that
invention. So. the idea that
most manivelles were
damaged as a result of turning
the handle backwards turned
out not to be true. His patent
reads as follows:

Patent for the perfection of
the construction of musical
boxes

Ordinarily these pieces are
made in a way that a spring
placed in a barrel is wound by
a key or crank; then this
spring, upon releasing itself,
turns a cylinder having pins
which, on meeting the teeth,
makes them vibrate and
produces thus a sequence of
sounds which form more or
less agreeable airs.

The inventor lowers the
mechanism to a support, a
comb of vibrating teeth, a
cylinder with pins fitted with
a wheel meshing with an
endless screw equipped with a
crank that one turns by hand
to make the instrument play

Figure I is a horizontal orflat
projection and Figure 3 is an
elevation from the side of the
crank.

One sees that the cylinder A
fitted with pins, is supported
in bearings B, and that it is
controlled by a wheel C. If this
wheel were fixed to the
cylinder A, by turning this
wheel in one direction or in
the other one would drive

The Eailiest Monivelle Found?
Luuk Goldhoorn

said cylinder: but since it
must only turn in one
direction. wheel C is mounted

freely on the axis, then it
carries a ratchet of which the
pointed end, while crossing
the depth of the wheel, fits into
the teeth made in the form of a
ratchet wheel on the end of the
aforementioned cylinder A: in
this way, if one turns wheel C
in the suitable way it will
drive the cylinder: if one turns
it in the opposite direction its
ratchet will slide over the
teeth and the cylinder will,
receive no movement

The bearings B are fixed on a
bracket D where they are
solidly mounted, by screws E,

the comb F and the bridge G,

designed to hold the endless
screw H, which, in its upper
part, receives the screw or
otherwise the crank. All of this
arrangement is contained in a
box represented here by
darkened lines with only the
crank outside.

Although Th6roude invented
as early as 1855 a music box
without a spring and a

governor, also equipped with
a device preventing damage
by turning the handle anti-
clockwise, it was L'Ep6e's
invention that lead to the
production of millions of
manivelles. Th6roude made
automatons, some with music,
but had not the intention to
make a musical box for the
hands of children.

Even without the possibility
to ruin manivelles by turning
the handle anti-clockwise, we
may be sure that manivelles
have had a hard life in the
hands of children. Too often

the picture at the back is gone
or damaged, and most
children had the idea that the
handle not only had to turn,
but also pressed severely
downwards. The result in
almost all the manivelles is a

deep circle in the picture on
the top of the manivelle.
Nevertheless a remarkable
number of them are still in
good playing condition. All
thanks to L'Ep6e's invention.

An extensive article about the
manivelle was written by the
late Dr. Jackson W. Fritz, and
published in the MBSI journal
summer 1978. and in the
Silver anniversary collection
on p.75-85.

In that article the very early
manivelles are mentioned
being "made with very plain
cases that were rectangular if
made of wood or round if
made from metal. The round
ones prevailed in the 19th
century; rectangular ones
became more popular after
1895".

The most obvious difference
between an early manivelle
and a later one is the shape of
the handle, in the beginning a
C shape was used, after about
1885 the handle became an S
shape.

Recently I found a rectangular
manivelle with a C shaped
handle, fitted in a rectangular
brown wooden box without
any decorations. Why this is
one of the first, build by
L'EpEe,I will try to explain.

When you look at photo I
your heart definitely will not
beat faster: nothing
spectacular is the first
impression. But, when the box
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is opened, a mechanism with a
very big comb, comprising 49
teeth (and that for a
manivelle!) appears, from
which 28 were dampered. And
only two dampers are now
missing. Also the bearings for
the cylinder are not integrated
with the bedplate, as we can
see in all later manivelles. A
closer inspection reveals the
spring in the right end cap and
the toothed right end of the
cylinder. It follows exactly the
description of the L'Ep6,e
patent.

But there is more. On both
small sides of the box is
carved Bte S.G.D.G. what
stands for Brevete sans
garantie du Gouvernement,
the normal inscription for
articles holding a French
patent. As L' Epee was the

only one with a patent for this
kind of manivelles, it proves
that this box came from
this factory.

That dates the box before the
end ofhis patent, 1872, but as

Fig. 1. (left). The L'Epde Patent
drawings.

it bears the number 7728 on
the bedplate, and 123 on the
lead and the great wheel, I am
quite sure it is much earlier,
may be before 1860.

Fig.2. (above). The 49-tooth
movement

Fig. 3. (below). Detail showing
the ingenious method of
p rev entin g w indin g b ac kw ards.

KeithHarding
SICAL BOXES
Sales €/ Res tordtions

Music, Northleach, Nr Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL54 3EU

: 01451 860181 Fax: 01451 86f 133
Museum & Shop open 7 days a week 10am - 6p*
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Member Projle AlanWyott

Alan Wyatt's retirement from
office at the AGM in June
marked the end of an era, and is
an opportunity to start what we
hope may become a series
featuring members of this
Society and their collections.

Alan's interest in mechanical
music goes back to childhood,
when he loved to pedal his
uncle's Duo-Art Pianola - and
he was fascinated also by barrel
pianos, having heard and seen

one as a boy. It started getting
serious when he acquired, thirty-
five years ago, a 15 5/8 inch
table Polyphon from Norman
Vince (who used, in those days,
to advertise his Norfolk
Polyphon Centre in Exchange &
Mart). Alan, like Norman, is an

East Anglian, having been born
in the Cambridgeshire village
where he has always lived. He is
a fifth generation farmer, but his
activities extended into local
government, being on the South
Cambridgeshire District Council
for 18 years, including a stint as

Chairman.

In 1998, Alan was awarded the
MBE, for "Service to the
Community, especially in foster
care and music conservation".
He and Daphne had 30 years
experience of fostering, and
Daphne was awarded 'Woman
of the Year' by the Cambridge
Evening News. In 1994 Alan
was elected an Honorary Life
Member of this Society, in
recognition of services rendered
(and then he continued for
another ten years).

Society membership started in
1975, and Alan recalls several
meetings at the Kensington
Close Hotel, as well as a one-
day visit to Birmingham, but the
one that 'was special to us' was
the 1980 Leeds meeting

organised by John Powell.
Special, because of the organ
grind on Saturday morning, with
a collection for charity. This
was just up the Wyatts' street,

and they made it literally so in
the following year, with a

meeting and an organ grind in
Cambridge. The Committee
recognised a good man when
they saw one, and invited Alan
to their meeting on the Sunday,
where he was co-opted on to the
committee.

In 1982 he became Meetings
Secretary, which post he handed
on to Alison Biden in 1987.
when he succeeded Reg Waylett
as Membership Secretary. From
then until retirement in 2004, he

enrolled 734 new members.
From 1989 he had also been
Correspondence Secretary.
Since 1983, Alan has been
organising annual trips to
Europe for Society members,
and he has not yet retired from
that.

As a collector and operator of
mechanical music, Alan is
known to a wider audience than
the MBSGB. Apart from his
performances on the Tomasso
barrel piano, with pearly King
outfit and Daphne adorned to
match, he has appeared on
television. Back in 1981. as a
result of the Leeds event, he was
invited on to the stage of Blue
Peter. More recently, he was a

side-show on an antiques
programme, based in
Cambridge. Members of the
public came to a BBC
Roadshow (Flog it!) and then
put their offerings into a local
auction. A table Polyphon
appeared - cue Visit to Local
Collector. Alan was not
consulted on the Polyphon in
question, about which he would

have had something more useful
to say than the resident 'expert',
but he showed some of his own
treasures. He was not seen.

though, performing upon the
musical saw, another talent with
which he has entertained us
more than once.

He has combined his musical
box and charitable interests in
another way recently, in
organising the replacement of a

non-functional upright Polyphon
in the children's cancer ward at

Addenbrooke's Hospital with a

working one, for which he raised
funds through the Society.

Here's hoping that Alan and
Daphne will continue to join our
meetings for many years to
come; to quote Alan, 'I can do
no better than repeat what Frank
Holland used to say, "Let's hear
the music"'.

Burglary
During a burglary near
Westbury- S ub-Mendip,Wells
Somerset on 30l9lo4 the items
below were stolen:

A rare Hicks barrel piano dated
about 1845. It is understood to
be unique because the barrel is
above the strings. With tune list.

Marathon Gramophone made
1913.

A musical box with inlaid lid
and a painted dial longcase
clock.

Please contact OIC Peter Vaux
Pc2879 Wells Police Station
01823 363766. (Sam-5pm week
days) or 0845 4567000 if you
can help in any way. See page
256 for picture of barrel piano.
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From: Joan Chapman,
Pertersfield, Hampshire

Sir,

A full account of the excellent
2004 Musical Box Society
outing to Les Gets has been
covered already by this
magaz\ne but I would like to
record my own personal
highlights.

After a rather traumatic
journey to Basle (we were
unable to use one road as the
coach was too heavy and then
getting clogged up in traffic
jams) we arrived at our hotel
an hour late. We were still
welcomed most royally by
Peter Rohrer the President of
the Basel Organ Friends
playing his street organ. After a
quick pit stop we were away
following Peter like rats after
the Pied Piper into the town
centre and on to the Town Hall.
A very imposing brick red
building with gargoyles and
embellishments topped by a

golden turret.

Here were gathered other
members of the organ friends,
all beautifully dressed up to
play us into the town hall. The
mayor greeted us and invited
us to join him in the council
chamber, another carved and
painted room. After greetings
and wine we were off again to
a restaurant where we dined
happily to the sound of
glorious street organ music.
This was all due to Roger
Brooks who had contacted the
society on our behalf and
arranged this jolly musical
evening.

As part of the Les Gets Festival
some of us attended a 'show' in
the local village hall. A very
modern impressive building.
To the accompaniment of a
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horrendous thunderstorm we
watched the local people
enjoying themselves at an
'entertainment with street
organs'. I have never heard
street organ music used in such
a unique and exciting way. A
duet between a large street
organ and an accordion was
stunning - we believe the organ
was built by the player himself
and the music cut and arranged
by him as well. Wonderful jazz
followed by other melodies
proved this really was an
'instrument' in its own right.

On the last evening we met to
hear Richard Cole play the
Aeolian organ in the church. It
was quite late but this helped
with the magic of the
performance. Richard was very
knowledgeable about the organ
and the music which he passed
on to us.

He played his rolls of music
with skill. The music
whispered, echoed and filled
the church with such
marvellous sound. He was the
first to admit the organ and the
acoustics helped. but it was a
truly wonderful end to our
holidav.

New Members
We would like to welcome the
following new members who
have joined us since March
2004. If you would like to
contact any of these new
members, perhaps to invite them
over if they live near to you
please do so via the
correspondence secretary who
will pass your letter on.

It might be worth mentioning
that a list of back issues of "The
Music Box" is available from
Roy Ison (address onpage 224).

2882 Stephen Moody, Derbyshire

2883 Michael Kibby. Lincs

2884 Mrs Kathleen Webster,
Cumbria

2885 Anthony Bosanquet, Gwent

2886 Lester Lamando, N.Y.
U.S.A.

2881 Peter Smithcott Smith. Kent

2888 David Bell, RHQA North

2889 Mrs.Clare Buckland.
Middlesex

2890 J.H. Bouler-Reed, Wilts

2891 RobertVan Bueren, Surrey

2892 Mrs.Kathleen Tumer, Salop

2893 John Nattrass, Essex

2894 Nick Lerescu. N.J. U.S.A

2895 Peter Rohrer Basel,

Switzerland

2896 DavidAdams, Bucks

2897 Richard Manning, Worcs

2898 Mrs.N.S.Mackey, Somerset

The rare 'upside down'Hicks-type
barrel piano stolenfrom member
Joe Watts. Also stolen were a
musical box, a horn gramophone

and a painted dial longcase clock.



f9enaissanee fiscs
Ner Diacs for all trIustcd Bo.xes

. correct quality steel & original style artwork

. I 15 different qpes available

. efficient worldwide delivery service

. send for the tune lists for your instruments

. treat yourselfto perfect copies ofyou favourite discs

. great value - eg. nEw 15 %" discs only f.23 + vAT each

Qushty instruments deseme Renaissance Discs

NewDouble Dise Jtlusieal Boxes
. magnificent brand new instruments

playing tvro24 %" discs
. available now
. eight combs produce superb harmonies
. an unforgettable experience!
. massive spring-driven cloclnvork

motors are quiet, smooth & powerful
. beautiful cases, exquisitely carved and

veneered in walnut

"arguably the finest sounding
instument I have ever heard in the
disc-playing musical box world.o
ArthurWJ.G. Ord-H"me

ReCoraflong E Saleg
. quality restoration to the

highest standard on all
types of musical box
mo\rements and cases

. free quotations given

. fully restored musical
boxes for sale, both disc
and cylinder

. instruments shipped
aronnd the world

Let lhe exper8 ensure
your rrlltsical box loohs
andplays as it didwhen
ittws newt

Lester Jones, 16 Penny Lane, EMSWORTH, Hants, POl0 8HE, England
Phone: + zl4 (0) 1243 372@6 Fax: + 44 (0) 1243 370299 (visitors welcome by appointment)

lohn @obDerny
flntiqueg

Website wwwcowderoyantiquesco.uk

This friendly Family business was established in
1973 by John and Ruth Cowderoy, and is continued

by their sons David and Richard.
We are members of the Guild of Master Craftsmen

and of L.A.P.A.D.A. the country's largest
association of Antique Dealers

We believe our comprehensive repair and
restoration service is second to none.

Free estimates without obligation.

42 South Street Eastbourne BN214XB

g?e,-m/Brb @o.eJba/fu
New Cvlinder & Disc Musical Boxes

New Singing Bird Cages

Musical Jewellery Boxes
Clockwork Musical Gifts & Collectibles

Mechanical Music CD's, Cassettes & Books
New Mechanical Organs To Order

Luxury M usical M ovements
Now Availablc ForYour Own Boxes
18,30,50 & 78 note Pinned Cylinder Movements

48 Key Disc Movements with 6 Brass Bells

Please Feel Free To \fisit Our Shop
On The A37 in Whitchurch Village, Bristol

Open Mon - Sat 9am - 5pm (Closed Wed, Sun & Bank Holidays)

Dean Organs, "The Music Box",40 Bristol Road, Whitchurch, Bristol.

Tel0r275 834474 Fax 01275 8386E7

Please Visit Our Website at
www.themusicboxshop .co .uk

Tel. (01323) 7200s8
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Steck pedal-electric Duo-Art
upright piano, fully restored &
polished (Liverpool area);
Weber pedal-electric Duo-Art
upright piano, good original
playing condition (Prescot,
Lancs); Lecoultre keywind
13" cylinder good original
playing condition; also
Mermod Frdres small cylinder
musical box playing popular
tunes. 65-note Aeolian push-
up piano player, good working
order, re-polished; Offers
invited for any of the above.
Viewing can be arranged for all
items. Private sale Tel. 0141
881 0304.

Copies of Tune Sheet Book
still available, with free latest
supplement, t12 plus t2 p&p
(ta p&p overseas). Can be
paid in dollar equivalent
cheque. Contact Richard
Kerridge or Ted Brown.

Society Badges for sale,
t1.50 or $2 including p&p.
Money to Advertising
Secretary - address in front of
journal.

Looking for something
special - or have some

items for sale? Remember, Music
Box goes to over

600 enthusiasts worldwide.

For as little as 85.00
(t9.50 for non members)

you can reach these
people with your
Sales & Wants.

Closing date for
the next r.ssue r.s

1st February 2005

Deadline dates for Display
Advertising Copy

lst April; lst July; lst October;
lst February

Editorial copy must be submitted
at least 8 days prior to above

dates

Posting of magazine:
27th February ; 27 th Apil;
7th August; 7th November

CLASSIFIBD
ADVERTISEMENTS

LAST DATE FOR RECEIPT OF
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR INCLUSION

IN NEXT ISSUE: Ist October 2004

Minirnum cost each advertisement f,S.fi),
Members: l6p per word

(bold type 8p per word exha)

Minimum cost each advertisement f9.50
Non-members 32p per word

(bold type 16p per word extra)

CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE TO:

Advertising Secretary Ted Bmwn,
The Old School, Guildford Road,

Bucks Green, Horsham,
West Sussex RII123JP

Tel: 01403 823533

NO'flCE
The attention of members is drawn to
the fact that the appearance in The
Music Box of an advertiser's
announcement does not in any way
imply endorsement, approval or
recommendation of that advertiser
and his services by the edhors of the
journal or by the Musical Box Society
of Great Britain. Members are
reminded that they must satisfy
themselves as to the ability of the
advertiser to serve or supply them.

RATES FOR DISPLAY ADVERTS
SPECIAL POSITIONS (offered as available)

Outside back cover (tone or two colours)
(full colour, one photograph to maximum size of 8" x 6")
Inside covers

POSITIONS INSIDE JOURNAL (as available)

Full page fl50. Half Page f86. Quarter Page f54. Eighth Page f36.
5cm box in classified a,reaf32.3cm box in classified neaf,22

These charges include typesetting, but are exclusive of any artwork which may be

required. Half tone, artwork and design can be provided at additional cost. Black and

white half tones f15 each. Design and artwork quotes on request.

DISCOUNTS (applicable only on accounts settled within 30 days, otherwise strictly
nett).Fourormoreconsecutiveinsertions:fuearateless20Va. Afurther5Todiscount
is given if payment is in advance.

MECHAMCAL DATA TYPE AREA
Full page l0 5/8" x 7 l/8" (270mm x l80mm), Half page l0 5/8" x 3 ll2" (270mm x
88mm) or 7 l/8" x 5 l/16" (l80mm x 135mm), Quarter page 5 5116" x3ll2"
(l35mm x 88mm).

Full page only f249
Full page only f560

Full page f218

The City of London

If you would like to join a goup of individuals who have one thing ir common - the love in
und, be it vintage recording and reproducing machines,
Disc, Wire, Tape or Filrn; ftom Canrso to 'our Gracie',

Queen Vrctoria to Duke ELlington, why not join
CLFGS?

For your mnual subecription offl5 (tr25) (JK ad Euope), (tl0 (tr17) for rcgistercd stud€nts; orflT
(US $2&50) (for mcmbcn outsidc Exropc), ym will aceive qurnerly, ou jormal, FOR THE, RECORD,

to which articles are ** 
"'ffi,ffj;tr ffi?*FrY:rSt 

ve you will be irnpressed with the

To join us, plerse write to Dtv€ Roberls. MGmbe6hip Srcrelary
5 The Mooring!, l6 B€lle Vue Ro{d, Paignlon TQ4 6EA

For more information, visit the CLFGS Website ac-

www.clpgs.org.uk
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Musical Automaton by
pGustrve Vichy<, lt69

Signed, complete, original,
with enlire Drovmancc

Doll Automstotr
nLes Prysann6 ea L'Oiseau<<.

Probably by "Decamps & Bontems"
Frcm the collection of Marianne Bodmer

World's No. I
Specialty Auctions of

November 27,2004

finfoil Phonograph,
c. lEt0

>Polyphon No. l0d<,
c. I9fi)

For l9 5/8 in.
(50 cm) tin rtrords

Musical Auaomrion
pL'Acrcbrle<, c. lt80
Probably by'Decamps"

Guitrr Juke Bor DFortunr No.4lxk,
Fantasticself-playing c.19fi)

gultar wlth The largest model for
corn-op€Elton 25./j (65,5 cm) tin diss

>Mills: Wrr Ergle<q
t93l

Original. runs perfect

Jukc Bor >AMl Mod. A<
(Mothcr of Plertic), 19,16
Excellmt condition. fu llv

Breker - The Specialists
P.O. Box 50 I | | 9, D-5097 | K<iln/Germany

Tel.: +49/221/38 70 49 + Fax: +491221lJ7 48 78
Bonner Str. 528-530, D-50968 Ktiln/Germany I e-mail: Auction@Breker.com

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT OUR INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:

Brrrel Orgrn >BacipduDqq c. l9lX)

PiroolpB€rdrr WrltK, -l9Ll
One of lhe besl slf-playing pianos in the world

Coio+perrted piuolr by
>Schell Music Co., Jefferson, MOfuSA<, c

U.S.A.I Jone Herz Tel. (941) 92S0385 r FAX (941) 925-0487
Arseotl : M rlm Panded: Tet (0ll) 44/,347 68 a Fax (01 | ) 4443-9fi 5

Jtotni Muru*smi Taizo,TelJFLX (06) 684$8628
Frme: PbrreJ.Blclort,T6UFu (fl) A 338671

Dleter Bardenheier: TelJFtx ]&l(09) 817-7268

DBign Pretotype of r Rrce Crr

Musical Automatotr,

Early American counter game in
perfect condition

Aluminum Body for >Mcrcedes: Silberpfeil<, t93t
3,70m(12ft)long

Coin-op
grmbling mschin€

pMills: Elk$ c. lq)7
ln just p€rfect condition




